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Abstract
Architectural Knowledge (AK) is defined as the integrated representation of the software architecture of a software-intensive system or family of systems along with architectural decisions and their rationale, external influence and the development environment. The SHARK workshop series focuses on current methods, languages, and tools that can be used to extract, represent, share, apply, and reuse AK, and the experimentation and/or exploitation thereof. This fifth edition of SHARK will discuss, among other topics, the contributions of this community to a Body of Knowledge on software architecture.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.11 [Software Engineering]: Software Architecture

General Terms
Management, Documentation, Design, Human Factors, Standardization, Languages, Theory.

Keywords
Software architecture, Knowledge management.

1. Theme and goals
Software architecture is crucial to manage the complex interactions and dependencies between the stakeholders and to provide a central artifact that can be used for reference by them. Modern notational and documentation approaches to software architecture shifted their focus from plain components and connectors to the design decisions that resulted in the architecture as well as the organizational, process and business rationale underlying them.

This workshop focuses on current architectural knowledge (AK) management approaches: methods, languages, notations, tools to extract, represent, and share AK.

The AK community is comprised of both researchers and industrial practitioners that are involved in a wide variety of fields, disciplines and application domains [1]. The SHARK workshop is a meeting place for this community, which has grown and matured over the last five years. In its past editions, the workshop explored the state of the art and practice in the field [2], a research agenda driving future R&D [3], and emerging approaches of AK in a broader context [4].

In this fifth edition of SHARK [5], we’ve proposed to the SHARK community to discuss and contribute on how to reorganize and codify a Body of Knowledge of the WICSA community (WICSA BOK). This BOK is partially available through Software Architecture Portal [6] and www.wicsa.net, but it needs to be reorganized and unified.

We see two broad objectives: (1) to codify the BOK in the way the potential users (the members of the architecture community) would like to see it; and (2) exploit Web 2.0 and social networking techniques to implement personalization, and better reachability/ usability according to the needs of the community. SHARK contributors will have the opportunity to propose their ideas and R&D results to shape the next generation BOK from the Software Architecture Portal.

3. Accepted Papers
Out of 25 submissions we have accepted 13, covering a wider range of topics than we anticipated, falling roughly in 4 categories: Modeling and visualizing architectural decisions; Creation of AK,
using business goal, or rationale; Using AK for supporting the evolution of systems; Tools for sharing AK; all feeding nicely into various entries of the BOK.

Wang & Burge propose an approach to assist the architecture design process by selecting appropriate architecture patterns, to satisfy the system's NFRs. The approach is embedded in an AK management tool-suite, hence capturing architecture design decisions and their rationale with respect to the pattern selection.

Clements & Bass argue that business goals are an important type of AK, as they derive the quality attributes that drive architectural design. They introduce a format for describing business goals as scenarios, some standard categories of business goals and a method to help their elicitation and incorporation in the architecting process.

Nowak et al. state a number of research challenges about architecture decision modeling and with respect to the following aspects: a) knowledge capturing; b) knowledge sharing, c) evolution of architecture knowledge models, and d) support for the architectural design process. In each aspect they identify potential solutions and directions for future research.

Noppen & Tamzalit propose a framework for assisting architects to analyze AK during evolution activities. The framework allows the definition of desired system properties considered during evolution and the estimation of their relevance to the target architecture according to their accompanying AK.

Nakagawa et al. propose to use the Systematic Mapping technique from Evidence-Based Software Engineering to systematically identify, select, analyze and aggregate AK. They present a process for doing so and an example showing preliminary but promising results.

Clerc & de Vries discuss the extent to which AK management practices in global software development can be supported by a set of generic wiki functionalities distilled from the literature. This mapping provides guidance for the selection of wikis for AK management.

Mohamed & Zulkernine provide a taxonomy of architecture-based reliability efforts, classifying them according to reliability goals, component abstraction, and the level of granularity. The taxonomy has the potential to help the selection of architecture-based reliability techniques from existing ones, and serve as a stage for proposing novel or improved techniques. Based on interviews with practitioners, Ozkaya et al. discuss the use of AK management in system evolution. The findings reveal that practitioners apply architectural practices and do create and use AK; still, the lack of early quality attribute reasoning early on, and during system evolution, is a key contributor to failing to use AK effectively.

Brøndum & Zhu address the problem of capturing relations between systems in ‘systems of software-intensive systems’(S3) and propose an ‘S3 viewpoint’ to capture knowledge about such relationships. In doing that, they provide an extensible taxonomy of system relationships, and analysis support.

Nikolaidou & Anagnostopoulos propose a number of model-based viewpoints for an enterprise information system, where the models are expressed in SysML. The viewpoint on evaluation is new, and it focuses on the simulation of the performance of the system. The various viewpoints are illustrated by a case study.

Shahin et al. present a survey on tools for architectural decision visualization and their use of the OSS tool Compendium to address the issues found in other tools.

Holmes et al. present a way to capture compliance-related AK for service-oriented architectures, in particular the rationale, following a model-driven approach to facilitate this process.

Abi-Antoun et al. report on how an experienced developer think in terms of objects and their relationships; they describe a field study where they evaluated the SCHOLIA approach, that extracts the run-time architecture of a software system.
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